Prediction of "hot spots" in interleukin-2 based on informational spectrum characteristics of growth-regulating factors. Comparison with experimental data.
The Resonant Recognition Model (RRM) is a theoretical method for analysis of protein and nucleotide sequences, based on the Fourier transform of the numerical representation of sequences. The amplitude spectrum of this transform is designated Informational Spectrum (IS). There are certain common frequencies in IS of growth-regulating factors. These characteristic frequencies may correlate with their roles in cell proliferation and metabolism, and in antitumor activity. IS of IL-2 has prominent characteristics in the main frequency domain of growth factors, frequency domain of antitumor factors, and frequency domain characteristic for IL-2-alpha receptor. By means of the inverse method for these 3 domains, the amino acids in the sequence of human IL-2 that may be relevant to its biological function, the so-called "hot spots", were predicted. The most probable hot spots, obtained in this way, are in the potential binding site of IL-2 to its receptor, which agrees with experimental data.